IDEA 10.5 build 107.253 Release Notes
No subsystem
IDEA-55104 (Usability
Problem)

Select svn:ignore patterns to remove usability

IDEA-69631 (Bug)

Inspection 'Mismatched query and update of StringBuilder' false when append in return

IDEA-69402 (Bug)

'for' loop replaceable with 'for each' inspection incorrectly marks ListIterator usage as replaceable

WI-6365 (Bug)

SCSS syntax highlighting and code folding not working

IDEA-70623 (Bug)

Inspections: applying quick-fix creates unexpected changes to result tree

IDEA-70887 (Bug)

Failed suggestion while entering a breakpoint condition

IDEA-69607 (Bug)

"Find in Path" does not respect Custom scope selection

WI-6621 (Bug)

Valid SCSS parsing issues

Code Analysis.
Inspection
IDEA-68861 (Bug)

MismatchedCollectionQueryUpdate should ignore collections not created within scope.

IDEA-70538 (Bug)

Inspection {'if' replaceable with 'switch'} catches comparsons to long

IDEA-70378 (Bug)

Inspection <'final' method in 'final' class> reports false warning for enum's knowing that enum
members can override an enum overridable method

Flex Support
IDEA-70422 (Bug)

Unable to select Flash Player Debugger on Mac

IDEA-70584 (Bug)

Error using "Make Project" on flexmojos project

Groovy/Grails
IDEA-70553 (Bug)

Incorrect error with Jquery Mobile

IDEA-70807 (Bug)

In Grails projects, provide quick switching to Spock tests (in addition to JUnit tests)

IDEA-70795 (Bug)

Groovy method calls without parentheses but multiple params with the last being a closure

IDETalk
IDEA-70384 (Bug)

IDEtalk Jabber account settings lost after IDE restart

JavaScript
IDEA-67711 (Bug)

JavaScript "find usage" works incorrectly when function is used in "javascript:" protocol

PHP lang
WI-6533 (Bug)

Wrong "unused private field" warning / offer (and provide a way) to convert such private field
into CONST

WI-6484 (Bug)

Parameter documentation is inconsistently added

WI-6132 (Bug)

LESS support broken

WI-6345 (Bug)

PHP: Extract Method Refactoring applied to a code block that ends with a line comment drops the
comment, linefeed and closing brace from resulted code

WI-6344 (Bug)

PHP: Code Completion for imported classes shouldn't inserts fully qualified name

WI-6543 (Bug)

TODO isn't highlighted properly when used inside of phpdoc

Platform/CSS
WI-3082 (Performance
Problem)

CSS inspections (in batch) are too RAM-heavy, too much time got spent in GC

WI-6422 (Bug)

Reformat CSS can cut long lines in the middle

Platform/JavaScript
WI-6540 (Bug)

Improper indentation in JavaScript at edit time

WI-6594 (Bug)

[javascript] function name is completed to function call inside 'instanceof' check

Refactoring
IDEA-70932 (Bug)

IDEA hangs during safe delete.

IDEA-70440 (Bug)

StringBuilder Refactoring fails, if error inside

Task Management
IDEA-67877 (Bug)

Redmine Task integration uses wrong GET param for limiting results

User Interface
IDEA-70843 (Bug)

Inspections dialog is too small for native GTK+ LAF

Version Control.
Git
IDEA-70029 (Usability
Problem)

Github plugin fails and don't report error

IDEA-69427 (Task)

Map help id to Logn to GitHub dialog box

IDEA-69853 (Bug)

Git fetch in "Rebase and Push" hangs forever if a conflict happened during rebase.

IDEA-69702 (Bug)

Git: renamed file appears twice in Changes View on modifying

IDEA-69768 (Bug)

Git integration: Correct processing for attempt to show diff for the first revision

IDEA-70232 (Bug)

GitHub clone does not support repository names with periods.

IDEA-69855 (Exception)

NPE when closing project

